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Curriculu� Ne�sle�e�
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Helpful information for this half term
● Please ensure your child reads each day for at least 20 minutes.
● Check that they know all of their times tables by heart and related division facts.
● Homework will be on the Google Classroom each Wednesday and needs to be returned

by the following Monday.
● It would be helpful if children can bring their own water bottle for drinking water every

day and a coat now that it is heading into winter.
Essentia� Informatio�

● Hawthorn Class - PE will be every Monday and Friday.
● Sycamore Class - PE will be every Tuesday and Friday.
● For P.E. Children should wear their PE kit including suitable footwear.
● Homework will be on the Google Classroom each Wednesday and needs to be returned

by the following Monday – this has not started yet and we will notify you when this begins.
● Year 5 have Library on Thursday. Please ensure the red book bag is at school before then.

The blue book bag should be in school every day.

Our topic this
half-term:

Ful� Stea�
Ahea�!

Victoria�
Londo�

Our fiction focus text is:

Our non-fiction text will
be:

English
In English we will explore a range of figurative and narrative poems and

learn how to structure our own poems in different ways. We will also be

writing a play script based on our focus text Street Child.

Maths
We will be learning to compare and order fractions, identify equivalent

fractions, add and subtract fractions and convert improper fractions to

mixed numbers and back again.

History

This will be a local study into life in London in the Victorian times. We

will organise events on a timeline, analyse a range of sources and

compare life in Victorian London to modern British life.

Science

In Science we will identify the effects of air resistance, water

resistance and friction that act between moving surfaces. We will

continue to examine the force of gravity and investigate how

mechanisms and levers allow a smaller force to have a greater effect.

Computing
In computing we will be learning how to design, write and debug code

that accomplishes a specific given goal.

Geography
We will locate and name the cities and counties of the UK and record

the location of famous landmarks and rivers, mountains and train lines.

We will compare aerial images to topological maps such as the London

tube map.

Art
Our chosen artist will be L.S Lowry. We will critically assess the

techniques and style of Lowry’s landscapes and townscapes and create

our own artworks inspired by this Victorian artist.

PSHE
We will be learning what profit is and how to compare the prices of

what we buy. We will also learn how to budget over time.


